SURE-TRAK 19-28 GUIDE 

SURE-Trak 19-28

Even more reason to be the ultimate tracked chipper for highways and
railway cuttings

Key features
• SURE-Trak System (Patent Pending)
• 190mm chipping capacity
• 48hp Kubota diesel engine
• Disc-Blade chipping technology
• Twin hydraulic feed rollers
• No-Stress power control
• Patented SAFE-Trak system
• 2100kg weight

YEAR
WARRANTY
AS STANDARD

190

Disc

SAFE Trak

550mm

Power: 120dB
Pressure: 96dB

7” • 190mm

Based on the well-established SAFE-Trak, we have
gone one better and incorporated the SURE-Trak
System (Patent Pending) as a standard feature into
our new model.

The SURE-Trak System therefore provides extra
adjustment above normal tolerances and so ensures
the safety of operator, crew and machine in challenging
conditions.

We know there are occasions when operators encounter
either uncomfortable ground undulations - when the
ground levels are significantly different between the two
tracks - or need to safely climb slopes in excess of 35
degrees. The new SURE-Trak System ensures that both
challenges can be safely met.

SURE-Trak 19-28 comes with all the features and options
already available on SAFE-Trak 19-28.

The SURE-Trak System is GreenMech’s pivoting
independent track assembly which further increases the
19-28’s stability and broadens its operating profile over
steep and uneven ground. The independently pivoting
track assemblies allow each track to maintain contact
with the ground while following the differing
contours and so provide a surer footprint
and improved stability.

• Options include Winch, Emergency
Recovery Kit, Lighting Tower and
Tool Box

SURE-Trak

For more challenging ground and even
steeper slopes

280

2100kg

Furthermore, the pivoting track system allows
safer traversing and climbing of steeper
slopes. Its assistance in maintaining the
body of the machine level also protects the
engine by keeping it within its approved
manufacturer limits of tilt. This levelling is
achieved by the operator making both side-to-side and
longitudinal adjustments to the angle of the machine.

For your local GreenMech dealer call: 01789 400044 or visit www.greenmech.co.uk

Sure-Trak 19-28
Capacity

190mm

Engine Make

Kubota

Engine

48hp

Fuel

Diesel

Tractor Required

n/a

Chipping Flywheel

Disc Type

Flywheel Speed

1400rpm

Blades
Hydraulic Feed Rollers
Turntable
Power Control

4
Spring Tensioned Twin
n/a
No-Stress

Fuel Capacity (engine)

60 L

Tyre Size (towed)

n/a

Spare Wheel

n/a

Tonnes per hour

Your authorised GreenMech dealer is:

7

Infeed Chute Aperture

1200mm x 840mm

Infeed Throat Size

190mm x 280mm

Discharge Chute

280° Rotation

Hydraulic Oil Capacity

50 L

Clutch

n/a

Hour Meter

Standard

Length (transport)

3346mm

Width (transport)

1450mm

Height

2571mm

Weight

2100kg

Sound Power LWA

120dB(A)

Sound Pressure LPA

96dB(A)

Paint Colour

Please get in contact for further
support on GreenMech products
Tel:
+ 44 (0)1789 400044
Fax:
+ 44 (0)1789 400167
Email:
sales@greenmech.co.uk
Visit:
www.greenmech.co.uk
Follow Us:
 @GreenMechUK

Standard Green or options
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